I. INTRODUCTION
Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cell [1, 2] , PEM fuel cells as shown in fig 1. operates based on the principles of electrochemical reactions between hydrogen (fuel) and Oxygen from air (oxidant) in the presence of a platinum catalyst [3] . Hydrogen fuel is transported through field flow plates to the anode on one side while air provides oxygen to the cathode on the other side of the cell. Once the hydrogen reaches the catalysts on the anode side, it breaks into positive hydrogen ions (protons) and negatively charged electrons. The electrons and positively charged protons reacts with the oxygen at the cathode forming water. The outlet serves as the exit for some of the water. Flooding of the fuel cell occurs when some of the water generated remains in the fuel cell due to their inability to exit the cell [4] . The polymer membrane electrolyte allows only positive ions to pass through it to the cathode. The negatively charged electrons then travels through an external circuit to the cathode, creating an electric current. Some advantages of the proton exchange membrane fuel cells are: it produces very high current densities, its operating temperature can be between 60oC and 80oC compared to other fuel cell types, high power density, fast start up, system robustness, flexibility of fuel type (with reformer) and reduced sealing, corrosion, shielding or leaking concerns [5, 6] . Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) and bipolar plates remain the main component of PEM fuel cell. While the MEA serves as the platform for chemical reaction to occur in the fuel cell, the bipolar plates take care of the transport of reactants (fuel and oxidant) to the reactive sites of the MEA. This process immensely affects the general performance of the fuel cell. Efficient distribution of fuel and the oxidant to the catalyst layer, can increase the utilization of the catalyst, improve the water management through the cell and provide effective collection of the produced currents [7] . The MEA is made up of Proton Exchange Membrane, an electrically conductive porous Gas diffusion layer (GDL) and an electro -catalyst layer sandwiched between two flow plates. Graphite in recent times has been the commonly used bipolar plates in fuel cells but they have weak strength mechanically and also generally brittle. It is also expensive when machining. Bipolar plates account for nearly 70% of the volume and weight of the fuel cell stack. It also contributes to about 40% of the cost of the fuel cell stack [8, 9] . For effective distribution of reactants evenly and better utilize the whole of MEA, flow channels are often machined on the surfaces of the bipolar plates. These channels could be parallel, serpentine, pins or straight [10 -13 ] . Recent studies conducted by a number of researchers shows that the flow field design significantly affects the cell performance [13 -15] . In conventional flow plates, the flow behavior of oxygen and hydrogen inside the fuel cell and through the flow plates can be effectively predicted and analyzed by employing the Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) modelling tool. Many researchers (16 -20) employed the CFD tool in their studies to develop and optimize the bipolar flow plates. Detailed information about the flow regime is provided by the CFD simulations such as flow distribution, pressure pattern, and pressure drop. The investigation concluded by exposing the possibilities of reducing the dead zones in the proposed designs.
II. MODELLING AND SIMULATION
CFD programs are often designed to predict accurately the flow patterns and regimes, velocity analysis and pressure results in parts of the fuel cell components or through full flow plates and flow fields. The flow plates are designed to cover an active area of 25cm2. This is basically the active area being used by the fuel cell. Some of the key areas which are very necessary to address when designing a flow plate channel layout are the distribution of pressure on the GDL and membrane, pressure drop in and through the flow plate, distribution of temperature on the GDL and membrane, maintained reactant concentration over the whole active area of the GDL and membrane, membrane hydration and mitigation of flooding.
III. PROPOSED ANODE HOUSING DESIGNS
The proposed designs for the housing unit are as below. The designs were carefully selected to cover the possibility of the various areas on the MEA where the fuel will travel through to the cathode region. The best design was then selected. Some of the main criteria that was considered during the selection of the design was the pressure drop and the portions of blue regions found during the simulation process. These blue regions represented areas where there will be no flow of the gas (Fuel), hence, the possibility of accumulation of water. This water accumulation in effect reduces the efficiency of the cell. Again, there are several methods that could improve the performance of the fuel cell but one of the main crucial ones are increasing the reactant concentration by using a purer reactant or increasing the pressure/flow rate of the reactant. Reactants tends to decrease at the electrodes quickly under high current densities operation due to mass transfer limitations. Therefore, a high pressure drop of the reactants as they travel through the channels will significantly affect the kinetic performance of the fuel cell hence a reduction of the efficiency of the cell will occur. Another reason why high pressure drop will affect the performance of the fuel cell is the removal of product water often formed as a byproduct of the entire reactive process. The cathode region is often supplied with oxygen at a high stoichiometric flow rate to help the water formed expelled out of the cell. The inlet pressure will always be greater than the outlet pressure due to pressure drops which are bound to happen but a huge pressure drop between the inlet and outlet will reduce the performance of the fuel cell.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Anode Housing Design 1
The first thing noticed is that when the fluid coincides with the foam, their velocity increase and the fluid is diverted around the manifold channels leading to the creation of convective flow through the porous region. Fig. 3 shows the pressure distribution and velocity distribution profile for AH1.
[a]
[b] This design was created for the gas to spread over the OPFC but with an oval obstruction to decrease the velocity of the gas once it hits the obstruction. The downstream was designed same as the upper stream. The pressure distribution shown in fig. 3 [a] indicates that there is a high pressure on the inlet channel of (51Pa) but this decreases to a low pressure in the exiting channels (3Pa). This concludes that the pressure towards the MEA decreases from the inlet to the outlet and this may influence on the mass transport and the PEM fuel cell performance. It can also be observed that the pressure in anode housing 1 is evenly distributed. Figure 3b also shows an even distribution of velocity through the flow plate. The velocity ensures that the full area of the MEA is supplied with the gas (Hydrogen or air). The continuity of the fluid from the inlet to the outlet would help the blockage of water to be transported to the outlet but the fluid flow is confined by channels and this can lead to low flow regions being created on the left or right. This phenomenon often leads to the creation of dead zones and accumulation of water as indicated by Carton et al, [21] .
B. Anode Housing Design 2
The AH2 configuration is shown in Fig 4. This design was created to allow flow spread over the OPCF through many channels which are perpendicular to the main inlet channel with irregular dimensions. The downstream collector was again designed similarly to upper collector just like the AH1. This design also shows a high inlet pressure but a low out put pressure in the exiting channels. There is also an even distribution of pressure in the mid region indicating the portion where the foam will be placed in the fuel cell. The inlet pressure for anode housing 2 is less compared to that of AH1. It shows that the pressure towards the MEA decreases from the inlet to the outlet and will also eventually affects the performance of the cell due to their effect on mass transport. The velocity distribution profile as shown in fig 4(b) shows that the full area of the MEA will be utilized as the gas will be able to spread over larger portion of the MEA compared to the AH1. Since the outlet velocity shown in figure 8 is higher than that of AH1, any water blockage in AH2 will be transported faster compared to that of AH1. Some low flow regions can also be seen which is equally capable of leading to the creation of dead zones and accumulation of water.
C. Anode Housing Design 3
The AH3 configuration is designed as shown in fig 4. The main inlet and outlet are designed diagonally to each other. The flow is designed to spread through the channels that are also both perpendicular and diagonal to the main inlet. From  Fig 5 (a) , the pressure distribution is even with only a low pressure drop from the inlet to the outlet. From fig. 5 (b) , an even distribution of velocity through the flow plate is noticed. The general design of the AH3 will greatly affect the general performance of the fuel cell. This is because the gas entering the fuel cell experiences its first obstruction diagonally and builds up momentum. This further increases its velocity but unfortunately, the obstruction will not allow the gas to flow through every region on the MEA. This is also another clear situation created due to the fluid flow being confined by the channel leading to the creating of dead zones. Hence only probably one third of the MEA may be utilized. It confirms that the position of the inlet and the outlet have an immense impact on the performance or efficiency of the fuel cell. 
D. Anode Housing Design 4
The AH4 is designed to have it's inlet and outlet aligned symmetrically to the centre. It is also designed to have flow channel or manifolds that leads to the double obstruction of the gas. It can be seen that these obstructions are likely to occur only around the edges on the left and right but there is no obstruction in the mid region. Figure 6(a) shows the pressure distribution through AH4 with only a low pressure drop from the inlet to the outlet hence suitable for the mass transport in the fuel cell. Figure 6 (b) also shows the velocity profile. It is quickly observed that there is a low velocity from the inlet when compared to the other deigns as the flow travels straight with very little restrictions by the channels. It is observed that not all the MEA would be utilized.
[b] 
E. Anode Housing Design 5 (SELECTED DESIGN)
The AH5 is designed as a modification of anode housing 4. The blue regions indicate the area on the MEA where the hydrogen gas will not pass. As a modification to the design, part of the foam material had to be cut to obstruct the flow of the hydrogen gas in order to divert the gas to the areas on the MEA likely to experience dead zones as a result of the design of AH4. Again, chamfers and fillets are introduced around the edges of the design as a sharp edge could be an accumulation point for water. As it can be seen from fig 7, the gas is distributed fairly along the entire region of the MEA with less dead zones.
F. Assembling of Fuel Cell
Once the design is selected the next step is the assembling of the chosen design. As show in fig. 8 the design will be housed in a casing which will then accommodate the MEA, Gaskets and the cathode housing unit to complete the building up of the fuel cell as shown in fig 9 and fig 10 . 
V. VALIDATION OF SIMULATION RESULTS
Through design of Experiments(DOE) in Ansys simulation software, an indebt simulation was performed using some selected velocities in literature [21] as set points [1, 3, 6, 9, 12] against the possible pressure drop likely to be experience in real life situations. Each of the design showed some pressure drop when the selected velocities were varied from the highest to the lowest but the pressure drop seen when using the serpentine flow plate design on the market was far greater. Figures 12 -17 shows the various plots of velocity against pressure drop for each anode housing designs similar to the pressure and velocity profile shown on figures 3 -7. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In a nutshell, this work eventually, exposed some of the parameters that affects the general performance of fuel cell and also led to the numerical analysis of five different anode housing designs using the Open Pore Cellular foam Material. It was realized that dead zones which often leads to accumulation of water in the fuel cell and hence prevents a portion of the MEA being utilized could be curbed by creating an obstruction from the inlet where the hydrogen gas is introduced before entering the membrane to divert the fuel to these likely dead zone areas. This will eventually improve the general performance of the fuel cell as greater portion of the MEA will be utilized if this approach is carefully followed in the designing process.
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